ALL PARENT INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

- Tuesday, 10/17 at 7:00 pm – Developing social networks
- Thursday, 11/16 at 7:00 pm – When learning isn’t about a grade
- Wednesday, 12/4 at 7:00 pm – Conversations with RC Alumni

We hope this will be a space for you to find community, think and talk about what you and your students are experiencing, and use RC staff as resources to learn and grow. Join us for wine and cheese and a chance to mingle. Around 7:30 we will settle in to talk about our monthly theme and give you all a chance to bring up concerns and questions and use each other as resources. Themes generally include family life, social media, decision-making, anxiety/stress, etc. and are facilitated by staff.

FIRST YEAR EEP AND ACAD PARENTS: Freshman Parent Check-In

- Thursday, 11/2 at 7:00 pm

What has happened so far this year and what is to be expected? Topics covered will include first year college issues and preparation for winter quarter registration. Additionally, parents will have the opportunity to talk with Robinson Center support staff as well as fellow parents.

TS PARENTS: Check-in and Parent/Teacher Conferences

- Tuesday, 10/17 at 6:00 pm

This will be a chance for TS parents to talk about how the initial few weeks of the year have been. Dinner will be provided!

- Tuesday, 11/14 at 6:30 pm (*Optional Financial Aid presentation at 6pm)

How is my child doing this quarter? Be involved in your student’s learning and progress. This will be a chance for you to meet one-on-one with your student’s teachers and talk about their progress reports.